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From: Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal <garwin.yip@noaa.gov>


Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2019 5:27 PM


To: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal


Cc: Cathy Marcinkevage; Howard Brown - NOAA Federal; Susan Boring


Subject: Re: ROC on LTO East Side Division effects analysis


Adjust!


We're going to reassign SRKW review to someone else. Please focus on incorporating my track changes. Let's


chat first thing tomorrow (I'll be in ~8:15 a.m.), make it targeted.


-Garwin-

_____________


Garwin Yip


Water Operations and Delta Consultations Branch Chief


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


U.S. Department of Commerce


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Office: 916-930-3611


Cell: 916-716-6558


FAX: 916-930-3629


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


On Wed, Apr 24, 2019 at 2:58 PM Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov> wrote:


Tentative ETA: Late Monday (4/29) evening (assumes Friday, and half each of Sunday and Monday to work


on it).


Today (Weds) I planned to finish the "Conditions" summary, tomorrow (Thurs) I planned to finish detailed


review of the SRKW effects and I&S section. Let me know if I should adjust my workload sequencing.


I'd like to discuss some comments with Garwin in the morning (he's out the rest of today) to be sure we're on


the same page about the scope of revision requested. Answers to those questions may affect my ETA.


On Wed, Apr 24, 2019 at 1:53 PM Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal <garwin.yip@noaa.gov> wrote:


Barb,


My track changes to the East Side Division effects analysis are saved in the file "2.5 and 2.6 East Side Effects


V4--GY" in the CVP ROCON drive. Please scan over all of my track changes, and especially the comment


bubbles, in order to get an idea of the types and extent of comments that I have. Then, "reply all" with an


ETA for a revised document. Maria flagged the East Side Division effects analysis as one that she wants an
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advanced viewing of, so time is of the essence. Please don't stew over my comments and feel the need to do a


deep dive with explanatory text and clarifications.


As you work through my track changes, please make sure track changes is on the whole time, then:


-- Accept all edits and deletions that you agree with (including in Kristin's DO section).


-- Don't accept any edits or deletions that you disagree with, but insert a comment briefly explaining why.


-- Delete all explanatory comments. Those should either be moved to your memo, or included in text.


-- If you incorporate a comment, reply to the comment simply with 'done."


-- If you have a long explanation to a given comment, think about including that explanation into the text of


the document, as my comment and your response won't be included.


-- You have multiple placeholder comments about consistency with temperature metrics and analyses. Please


move that placeholder to your parking lot document, then delete those comments.


Thanks.


-Garwin-

_____________


Garwin Yip


Water Operations and Delta Consultations Branch Chief


NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


U.S. Department of Commerce


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Office: 916-930-3611


Cell: 916-716-6558


FAX: 916-930-3629


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov


--

Barb Byrne


Fish Biologist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 916-930-5612

barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814


Find us online
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